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II. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade consideralle interest has developed·
in the g~_o logy or the Boston Mountain area · of' northern .Arkansas •. This has. been due to exploration ~or oil and gas . in-the
area:>and the related desire to know more about the structure
and stratigraphy o'f' the region.

Principal work has been·

done by . the University o:r Arkansas, the United States Geological .~urvey,,. and oil companies.

This study involves _only one

o'f' the 'f'ormations making up the geolog1c colum..~ in ~he Boston
Mountains, the Upper Mississippian (Chesterian Series) Fay-etteville Formation.
Portions of' the upper part o:r the Fayetteville Formation of' northwestern Arkansas and northeastern Oklahoma
consist o'f' interbedded c ·a lcareous and argillaceous beds which
f'orm ·a rhythmic or cyelic pattern • . Such patterns

-a re

ordi- ·

narily not seen in the M1ss~ssipp1.an rocks around the Ozark
Plateau, except perhaps in a crude f'ashioh in the Chesterian
roclcs on the ea.st :rlank of' the Ozark Plateau.

The litholo-

gic_, uni ts in the Chester cycles there are much thicker and
less sharply def'ined •.

Rhythmic sedimentation has been des-

cribed (.B okman, 1953) in the Mera.mecian series .and Stanley
Formations which are deposited nearer the axis of' the Ouachita. geosyncline in the Fayetteville area·.

Rhythms of.' var-

ious types have also been observed by the writer in the rocks
of' the underlying Moorefield and overlying Pitkin and Atoka ·
Formations in the area of the study.

They are, however, not

as distinct as those of the Fa.ye_~ teville and involve elastic.
rocks -except f'or the Pitkin Formation.
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III •. PURPOSE ·oF

STUDY.

The purpos.es of this thesis: ar.e:

l. To study· the 11tholo~: of the .Fay;et.tev111e
Ft:,rmation.
2'. . T,o measur.e in detail the · exposu.r.es.- of' the
o~clical· deposits : in the Fayettev111e and·
some exampies in the Pit·k in Formation.,. in
order. to give · a ·detailed desc·r ipt-.ion of the
nature of these deposits • .

3 -. T,o t~y to determine the ns.ture or· the environment of d·e pos1tion .for these cyc·lic beds-~
and

4 •. To d·e term1ne whether these cyclic beds· may be
·of any value in ma.king· detailed correlations_
'between exposures:. o:r the Fayettev.111e showing
this peculial2 type of deposition·.

IV:.. LQ_CATION AND AREAL EXTENT
The outcrop band of the Fayetteville Formation occupies
a considerab1e area in the western portion of the Boston Mountains, in northwestern Arkansas, and northeastern Oklahoma.
The Boston Mountains form the dissected southern edge of' the
Ozark Plateau and attain a height of" 800 feet.

Most of the

crests i:n the Mountains - stand between 1,000 and 1,500 :feet
above sea level (Croneis, 1930, p.

9).

Steep cliffs and

narrow valleys are numerous throughout the province.
The sections measured for the present .study are located
in Newton, Searcy, and Stone Counties in north central and
northwestern .Arkansas and in Muskogee County in east central
Oklahoma.
The type area was not studied since the section in that
area is reported (Croneis, 1930) to consist only of shale.
Sections have been studied and described at Locust Grove,
Alco, Leslie, Iliarshe.11, Snowball, and Deer in Arkansas, and
Fort Gibson Dam and Braggs 1\Iountain: in Oklahoma (Figs. 4,

6, 8, 11, and 13).

These sections {abbreviated L, A, Le,

M, S, D, F, ._and B respectively) are diagrammatically plotted
in Figure 3 to a scale of one inch equal .to 3-1/3 :reet which
scale permits the details of the cyclic repetition to be shown.
Location and descriptions of the sections are given in
Figure

3.

Small circles to the left and adjacent " to the

columns show the stratigraphic horizons at which samples were
taken in the :field.Red sirclee indicate wllere sample were

5 ·
taKen - ror ;·t,ll.1n &eot.1 on -study ;black·' circles iridica te whe~e
~a.mples .:. were ._ta.~en · -ror ·- 1:tthologio ··and • labo~atory- stua.f~

Sect1orts described in this report can be rea6hed from ·
~kansas State· Highways

66, 65, . and 7

a.hd · also by means

o:r

some graveled county roads which traverse _the area, and f'rom
Oklahoma State .Highways 10 and 80.

(Figs. 1 and 2)

Road cuts and steep-sided stream valleys provide the
clear and continuous exposures necessa~y :for this study;

although the total thickness of . the formation did not exceed
218 feet, it was not completely exposed in any one locality.
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V.~. GEOLOGIC. _SETTING:.
The formations that·crop out in northwestern .Arkansas
are nearly all

of

Carboniferous age and both Pennsyl~anian·

and Mississippian systems are represented.

The M1ss1ss1I?Pia.n

rocks consist predominantly of limestones, cherty limestones
and shales.

The· Boone Formation, the Batesville Sandstone~

and the Fayetteville Sh~le comprise the greater portion of
the rocks of' Missiseippian·a.ge (see Table 1).
The Fayetteville consists of. a. black shale and locally
alternating beds of shale and limestone which represent the
cyclical deposition which was studied.

The formation was

named by F •. W·•. Simonds (1891) · as the Faye:1 ,teville Formation
f~om exposures near Fayetteville,. Washington County, Arkansas,
in the va.lley of' We st Fork of White R1 ver.
ported it in Missouri.

Clark ( 19.41) re-

Its distribution in Ba~ry .County,

Missouri, is in northern outliers o.f .the Boston Mountains,
Reed Mountain, Lennox Mountain, and Oa.kleigh Mountain (Branson, 1944, p. 267).
The Boston Mountains represent the dissected sou_thern
portion of th~ Ozark Plate~u.

The dominant structural . control

is a series of northeast-tre~ding normal faults that separate
the area into a ~eries of . promin~nt fault blocks with steep
~scarpments and gentle dip slopes capped ~y the resi~t~nt
sandstone of the Atoka For~ation (Huffman,
The beds

1953, pp. 5-25).

o:r the Morrowanand Cheeterian Series crop out

below the A~oka Sandstone; the Pitkin Limestone . which overlies
the Fayetteville Formation is the youngest formation of the

9
Mississlppian System (and Chester1an Series) in no.rthern
Arkansas and the northeastern part o:f Oklahoma.

The currently

accepted rock column ror the Boston Mountains is given in
Table I.
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TABLE I
System

Series
Atokan

Forma t1ons and .Members
Atoka Formation
Bloyd Formation

:Pennsylvanian
M:orrowan

Kessler Limestone Member
Brentwood Limestone Member

Hale Forrna tion
Pitkin Formation
Fayetteville Formation
Chesterian
Wedington Sandstone Member
Mississippian

Batesville Sa.ndstone

Hindsville Limestone }:Iember
Meramecian

Moore:field Shale

Osagian

Boone Formation
St. Joe Limestone li.fomber

Kinderhookian
Stratigraphic Classirication o:r Rocks in the
Bos_ton Mountains o:r Northwestern Arkansas
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V'I"o, f IELD; WORK

The field s1lud1es~· were· conducted.
of

:or.

A. Gt. Spreng·.

under the d:irect·ion·.

The· work was:· started· in Oo:t:ober·. 1959

·and· continued·. intermittently:; until July.: 1960.

Sec.tions. were

:round.· where the outcrops were well. exposed: in road cuts, i.n

the sides :.of hill's.· and· in valleys where the · streams have expose_d bed rock • . ill. secti.ons wer.e measured by means of: a:·

hand level and/or steel tape~ the sequence of: beds ·and character o:r each individual b.ed were not·ed and described'.

Lami-

nat1.ons in the: bed.a:: were counted. and mineralogy, and spatial.
:features·· were· studied.
Fossilif'erous:.- horizons· were co11eo.ted, though. not ext·ensiv:ely.

7

•

Three of' the sections which were studied have previous-J.:y
b :e en. recorded by others:: one section (snowball,
Arkansas·,
.
. .
Location S) was described. by VT.~ A:. Ch1sho1m· in an· open :file.
-

.

r~port·., of' the U.~ s:~ Geolog,-cal survey and two loc.ations· were
se;l.ected :erom Oklahoma Geological Surv.ey Guide Book I', on

pre~Ato~ Rooks by

<±.

G.-. Huffman (Apr11, 1953):.
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VII. · SAMFLING'

E1ght . sections: containing the Fayetteville Formation
and Lower: P1'bk1n Formation were examined.

Samples were

collected to give an extensive distribution throughout·.
the Fayetteville Formation and to represent the widest
geographic distribution.
For· laboratory and petrographic work most samples
were taken by chiseling or breaking out. :fresh parts o:f' the
bed in the :face of the exposed rocks._

Some samples· were

selected on both sides of' and adjacent to the contact of'
shale and limestone.

Other samples were chosen :from the

same bed, at the greatest possible distance from each
other. in . an exposure.

Samples were taken at every change

in lithology-. . The thickness . of" a bed represented. by. one
sample varied :from two inches to a maximum of' 14 :feet.
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VIlio STRATIGRAPHY
1. PREVIOUS. WORK
No . detailed· work has previously been done on cyclic ·
sedimentation· in. northern Arkansas.

However, . its general

nature· has · been described by early· workers:· in the area such
as Croneis (1930) and Purdue and ·Miser.· C-1916) 1n the Harri~
son Quadrangle • . More recently, Hekman (1953) has des~
cri~ed rhythmic bedding in. the Stanley, and Jac-:lrfork formations: . in the Ouachita Mount·a ins.

lftirfman (1953) gives:·

additional measured sections of the Fayetteville in northeastern _Oklahoma, but the rhythmic nature of these latter.··
beds. was not ·brought·. out:.
The. following · causes have been suggested· for tp:e
cyclic. dev.elopment or · rhythmic sedimentation as found: in
vari·o us .g _e ologic systems (~mhard, -1956, p. 447.) : :
(a.) F·r equent . tectonic movement.

(b) Climatic pulsation (G1gnoux,. 1950)
(c) Shifting and variations of sea currents
(Bersier., 1951 in Lombard, 1956)
Other cyclic. phenomena considered as a general cause
for sed.1 mentary cycles are: astronomic, solar, climatic·,
and phy_s ioochemical .factors:- (Richter, B'ernburg, 1950 in
L::>mbard,: 1956).

Solar factors : are external phenomena and

their ·development: would be a matter of question.

Barre11·

(1917) considered. that natural rhythms or_ cyc1es · which he
termed "orbital rhythms" depend upon motions in the solar
system.

The notion of cyclic repetitions caused by-
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turh1.di ty currents ·(Daly, 1936; Xuenen, 1937), is · very;

·important.

Loe.ally this . same phenomenom may- originate by

normal currents rather than turbidity current·s (Lombard,

1951):.

Kuenen (1950) pr.oposed that turbidity current$ of-

high density are a possibl.e mechanism by· which graded de-

posits are f'ormed.
It is· not~ tmcommon that a series of cyclic de-.
posits may be developed due to the periodicity of phy~icochemical processes in the sea (:SVerdrup, 1942; Allee, et a.1·,
1950).

Env.ironmenta.1.· periodio·i ties are explained by Allee

(1950, pp. 85-87).

Physicochemical aspects

or

deposition

1nc·l uda such phenomena as diffusion, _hydrogen ion concen-

tration (acidity, and alkalinity), chemical bu:ff'ering o:r
the environment, and ahsorption.
The orderly repetition

or

sequence of late Paleozoic

strata probably represents the best· and most widespread
illustration of the effects of recurrent conditions of
sedimentation· (': Wanless and Shepard, 1936).

Working in

central Illinois, Udden (1912) first . recognized that Penn-

sylvanian strata could be ·subdivided into four series of
beds each composed of a similar series of beds arranged
in the same order; this sequence consists of sandstnne,
shale, c_oal and limestone.

This consideration was a clear

exposition.of cyclia sedimentation but his work had re-

ceived no particular attention from geologists at that
time.
Stoutr (1923) found likewise, that in Ohio, certain

types _of: strata, notably underclays, coals, and .limestones,
occur in a -cyclic seq_uence • .
Weller . (1930) '. suggested that these subdivisions. should
be . c·onsidered formations and, in 1932 he coined the term
'~cyclothem 1~ . for such repeti tiori •.

Weller ( 1931

r prefers.

a diastrophic cycle of alternating submergence · and upl1:f't~
to explain these Pennsylvanian repet1 tions o.
It would be expected that the mode of occurrence .of'
cycles varies with respect to their distance from the
source area and the location and configuration of the
shore line.
Wanless and Shepard (1936) therefore classified their
Pennsylvanian cycles as consisting of· the :following types:
(1) ;piedmont f'acies.
. (2) Delta facies, and

(:3) Neritic f'acfes
The Piedmont :facies is composed of a thick. section
o:f - coarse continental elastics and is located close to
the source.
· The Delta facies is composed of marine and non-marine
sediments •.

Located further from the source, it is general-

ly thinner and its elastics are finer and not arlrnsic o·
Still farth~r from the source, the Neritic f&cies
consists chiefly of marine sediments.
·.

Weller, Willman, and PaY:lle

(1942) have described such

(facies) in Illinois; Roger and Stout (1931), working in
West Virginia and Ohio, also have described cycles similar
to the Delta facies • .
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Such an arrangement or racies has· not been observed
or reported :for the Fayetteville Formation.
Dott (1958) says that alternations o:f agitated.and
quiet bottom conditions produced the cyclic appearance in
·mechanically deposite~ Pennsylvanian of northeastern
Nevada • .
Anderson and Kirklander (1960):point out in their ·
paper on the cycles of Jurassic Todilto Formation New
..

Mexico,, that cyclic deposition has generally been divided
into two genetic types:
(a) Climatic cycles, and (b) Cycles related to the rise
and fall of see level.
The writer believes, then, that· rrom a comparison of
the Fayetteville with o_ther formations described in the
lit~rature (see previous work), Fayetteville deposition
occurred in a relatively shallow water environment, whi.ch
was subjected to climatic cycles which might have had a
considerable e:f:fect on the water temperature and at least
to periodic current action.

Hence it would appear that

some o:f the explanations given by several o:f the authors
above should be considered in explaining the origin o:f
the Fayetteville cycles •.

2 •. DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS
The easternmost occurrence o:f the Fayetteville Formation is a iew miles southeast or Batesville, .Arkansas>
and the rormation occurs as :far north and west as Fairland and Gore, Oklahoma.

Its exposures :from north to
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south _are confined ·to a be1 t along the· lower sl,opes of'
the northern edge of the Boston Mountains (Croneis, 1930,
p. 66).

The Fayetteville is of variable ~hickness; its thickest eA"l)Osure lS 400 f~et to the east of Carrollton, Arkansas.

It becomes thinner to the north and west, or in some .

parts of northeastern Oklahoma it is only 10 feet thick •. ·
. (Croneis, 1930, p. 66).

In the Arkansas area the cyclic porti9n of the Fayetteville Formation which is exposed and could be measured in
detail varies from 22 feet (section~) to 123 feet (section
M) (see Figure

3).

Neither of these figures represent the

total thickness of the formation.

In the area studi~d the

Fayetteville Formation .ls generally uniform in character.
Its.shale beds locally become more· calcareous where the
cyclic phase is well developed at the top of the sect~ons.
The exposures of the Fayetteville are usually rorested and concealed by soil.

Its outcrops are limited to

steep hillsides, valleys, and particularly, roadcuts •.

3.

LITHOLOGY
The Fayetteville Formation consists chiefly of grey-

ish black, carbonaceous shale, but i t includes near its
top a member known a~ the Wedington Sandstone.

This

member is prominent throughout the northwestern parts of
Arkansas and probab1y not present in Newton • . Searcy, . an~
Stone Counties, the areas studied.

Locally, also, in the

upper part or the rormation occur the 1nterbedded

I8
Th!_~ .,.!.'· or t h e Pitki n LlaHton.1
The l&H o r · ih• Plt.k n
; L1• .. t.Jn.e, lh:h t ~rt.y,21e.1 1wi, g rt.ln e ~. :"o:.s 11 H erous . . .

.

The .base or the P1tkln Li111a ton•

'

.:: Lt itutor., , \1,;rt\ t g;rAy, ,.dt ua-,;r"atned
o,ol t t t c con tat n1. eoralo and. c r t nold• ,

~Li•utine ; black .ci:ioaY: t' lne£ raiot p , e .:> n t a 1ns cr1no1da
an.1 brf chlo pod.s.

L111eatone, dark gray, rtne-gr alned
aediu11-bedded, nodu l a r wl t h shale•
p1.r tlng, Cos3U 1Ceroua.

~ 31\a l e,di.rk ~T:l)' t o,s l\1 fe r oue ,
i.1~u ton, locally r.od1.1 l ,u up l o
) lo ') i n ch es th iclC.

'

' , (hrk f!r s.y, t h l n- bcd.1 'd
t•es t one
oollttc::;.
.
. I
. Sh&h , b.111.ci< Jray ,Uaslle,
.:
; toss lltrer~us ( hu rtl cuhte
I

1

\!~!~~~i::~t;k

'"ray , flnec;:r.tn.e .r~~:.itl f e:-ou.s ,
· '
a ltt: MU,' t i :"I~ • 1t h .shal e b\aci(
gray t UrsHe • , a.th•rlr\8 •

. I:

Ltmeetone, l lght gra:,. C1ne-~r:1 lned,
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· .cal.careous beds - the cyclic phase - which permits the
formation to be divided inrormally into two .parts - the.
,,

lower shale and the upper cyclic . phase. , Divided in this .·manner, the :formation is described below:.
A. The Lower Shale
This unit consists· of' a thick, bl.ack, :fissile, carbone.ceous shale which weathers to yellow-brown or yellow
clay.

Near 1 ts base 1 t

contains numerous concretions.:· of\·

clay ironstone, or sideritic concretions, most of' which
are· cut by veins or cal.cite and show

a

septarian structure

..

(Croneis, 1930, p. 67) (see Figure 9).

These· concretions

are in places so numerous that they make up almost continuous septarian lay_ers. ~
Thi·s unit :forms _by far the thickest part ·or the
Fayetteville Formation.

It is generally underlain by the

Batesville Sandstone.
B. The Cyclic~ Beds
The Marshall area exhibits an excellent exposure o~
these cyclic beds ( see section M, Fig·. 8) •

Two complet.e

sections are found along Arkansas Highway 65 roadcuts on
both sides of' art anticlinal hill at the southeast edge of
town.

The cyclic. beds total 123 feet in thickness on this

hill.

Thes_e cyclic beds rest upon the Lower Shale member

(as defined herein) of the Fayetteville Formation.
strata are overlain by the Pitkin Limestone.

These

Cyclic beds

rorm benches or small clif'fs ab9.ve the gentle slopes or
the Lower Shale which are easily removed by erosion • .

20
The cyc·lea in all the sections·. show a sim:tlar patt·ern
o:f sequence·.
ob.served·.

Some variations in pattern,. however, were

For example,. in section

4-, a zone. o:r large lime-

stone· nodules . occurs as·. a layer (see Fig_. 5 and: sketch, p.

53).

This resulted in a · minor deformation of the ov.er- and

under~lying_beds:..

However; in sections·. ll and s·· ("see ~1g ~ 3 )

cyc-l.:tc beds are very similar. · in t}?.ickness~- of beds · and- their ·
character.·

In other sections:· (M,. Le·,. and F') the limestone

beds · near ·the top o:r the cyc.les are thicker: and more fossiliferous.: than the interv.·ening: shale beds •.
In: the sec.tions . examined, layers · are generally thin--

to thick-bedded but. at·, spme intervals . beds are relatively,
massi_v .e .

The limestone phase· o:f the cyc·lic· -unit · is:· nearly

always a single entity:· or · bed, that . is, it represents·
c.o ntinuous ·deposition.
In Fig. 10, thickness and· number. o:r limest·o ne beds:

:for sections A~ D:,. F, L, Le, M, and' S; are plotted to. show
..

c.omparatively~ the pattern . of. thickness in the variou·s
areas··.

.T he curves are asymmetrical and where all or. most·.
.

.

beds ·· could be measured and plotted the curve is· skewed t·o
the right:.

The mod'a l classes· :fall in .t he C'lasaes:: bounded·

by_ · 2 and 5 inches.
Had. additional beds at the base of the Pitkin Lime·st:o ne been included the curves :·would have become skewed·
to the right_ still:. more (Fig:. 10) •
Lithologic characteristics :'of' the cyclic. beds are

21
as :rollows:
1. The argillaceous phase consists of: blocky to thin
or platy-bedded, hard to moderitely hard, :f1ss11~shales, dark gray on a freshly broken surface and
light gray on a weathered, dry, surface.

Organic

material gives the 'shale its dark gray color.
Ordinarily the beds are nearly barren o:f f'ossils,

although crushed shells of pelecypods and brachiapods were :found.

These are similar to those in

the lower shale except that product1d brachiopods
occur . only in the cyclic beds.

A study o:f the

f'aunal lists given by Croneis (1930, p. 69) shows
that at least 250 species o:r :fossils appear in the
Fayetteville Formation.

The most common species

noted in the section studied in the field are:
11

Productus"

in:flatus, Linoproductus, Orthoteues ·

subglobosus, and Caneyella na.suta •.

Chitinous

brachiopods are also numerous • .
Occasionally, remains of indirect evidence of' 11:f"e
in the limestone beds were :found.

Easton {1960, p. _21)

explains that animals such as worms, probably, may ingest
large qantities of' sediment and then expel the material
in contorted string, or tubes, called casting.

In like

:fashion fecal matter called copro11tes may occur as tub~s
or o:f disassociated organic debris on otherwise un:foasiliferous bedding planes (see Fig.

11).
•,

The shale is somewhat calcareous and locally, small,.
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flat, nodules of limestone are present.

The well-

weathered outcrops of shale and limestone are sharply set off' from each other.

Weathered contacts be---

tween the limestone and the shale are sharp.

Where

the shale is more calcareous i t weathers light gray
and breaks into subcuboidal :fragments • .

2.

The carbonate phase of the Fayetteville cycles consists of thin to thick-bedded, fine-grained, dark

gray, angu1Brweathering fragments of limestone
layers separated by shale beds. · The limestone
layers range from 1 to 35 inches in thickness.

It

is also sign1:f1cant that many individual _ layers,.
some of which are only a few inches thick, are remarkably persistent.

Occasionally the limestone will

be represented as a nodular bed or a thin bed will
laterally become a nodular bed.

The limestone

layers become more abundant and prominent upward
near the base of the Pitkin Limestone (Fig.

6).

In more calcareous parts of the sections the alternating shale and limestone beds may be represented
by thin-bedded limestone separated by very thiri
shale partings.

The contact between -the two units

is readily recognized only when weathering has emphasized the bedding plane between them.

The limestone

layers are in some places transitional above and below . into the shale.

The d~~ailed lithologic descrip-

tion of the measured sections is given in Fig • . 3 • .
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Cl. PITKIN FORMATION
The Pitkin limestone which overlies the Fayettev11i_e

Formation outer.o ps from Batesrtlle in northeastern Arkansas to Muskogee in northeastern Oklahoma, and is also

cyclic.

The Pitkin consists of: massive layers of compac'tr

to porous b-lue-grayto grayish white limestone.

At the

Leslie exposure (section Le) the basal Pitkin 1s represented by thin layers.: of limestone, somewha:tr, shaly.

A

sharp boundary between it~.and the Fayetteville does not: ,
exist ·.

This appears · to be the case in the Oklahoma sec:t ion

also where its basal portion :ts more ·ahaly · (see sections
Hand· F) than in other - sections studied.
In the area studied the Pitkin limestone 1s_quite

variable: in thiclmess·.
thickness.

It .ranges. from 20 to 100 feet in

The Pitkin stands·· out·. on weathering· as a steep

c:11:f:C above the sub:jacent . Fayetteville Formation.

The

Pitkin is very :rossilif'erous, the screw-like bryozoan,

Archimedes,_ b.eing vecy common, as are· also cora1s, brachiapods, and cr1no1ds.

A. list-.. o:r the :fauna is g _iven by

G.1.rty {1911).

4 ·• . CORRELATION
The study o:f the cycles of the Fayetteville F-or.-

matj_on 1n the measured sections was made 1n part· to determine if there are :features- in the cyclic· phases which
would be of correlative value.

Howev.,er, it was f'otmd that

..

the cyc1e types and. character and sequence o:f the beds as
a whole remain remarkab-J..y· uni:form over wide areas and give

24

Fig • . 4 - Outcrop of cyclic beds,
Section A, along Arkansas
Hi g hway 66 near Alco,
Stone County, Arkansas

Fig.

5 -

C1oseup of Fig. 4, showing
large "nodular" bed in lower
part of limestone-shale
sequence, Section A,
Arkansas Highway 66

25

Fig • . 6 - Cliff and quarry 1n the upper portion of
the Fa yetteville Formation. Cyclic beds:
showing transitional zone. Tbp is the
massive Pitkin limestone. Arkansas
Highway 65, Leslie, Arkan sas

Fig. 7 - Closeup, Section M, showing development
of ledge forming unit (in upper third
of photograph ) consisting of limes tone
beds wi t h only thin shale pa rting s •
.Arkansas Highway 65, Marshall, Arkan s as

26

Fig. 8 - Typical cyclic beds of shale-limestone
in the Fayetteville Formation as exposed in roadcut along Arkansas Highway
65 southeast or ¥arshall, Arkansas

Fig. 9 - Septarian zone in the lower shale or
the Fayetteville Formation as exposed
in Trace Creek east of Arkansas
Highway 65, 1-1/2 miles southeast or
Marshall, Arkansas
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no -indication that there are corresponding correlat:1.ve

sequenc~s or.· :features.
C-.orrelation based on the :following: cri ter:1.a was

attempted: a) physical features such as exceptional thickness:-. or . thickness pattern in the beds or .lithologic·
:features_: such as texture, insolub1e res1dues, and other

:features:. that· might·:· be not_e d in thin sections; b) paleonto logic·-, an attempt.- to relate those beds · in the upper
part o:f the cycle beds which contained mega:fossil mater-

ia1.

No detailed collection o:r the :fauna was made, how-

ever.
Three lithologic · reatures were most helprul in
recogniz.ing and.· correlating_ parts o:f the whole :formation:

{a_) the Ba:tesv111e sandstone.- at .the base· of · the section,
(b) the. beginning_ o:f. the ool'i tic beds-. at . or near the

top o:r the cyclic _, beds of the Fayettev.ille
Formation..

These 0011 tea are recognized more

easily in thin section than in hand specimen.

They :1.nd.i cate the- beginning·_· o:f the environment
which gave rise to the P1tk1n oolitic lim~stone.

Whether the oolitic: :formation beg~n at the same
time in a1l:':. areas is doubt:fu1.

(c) the· base of the Pitkin as marked by the b.e- ·
g1nnuig- of · the mass:1.v.e.- or thick-bedded-, 0011 tic,
or1no1da1 limestone.

The _two 11tho1ogic.. changes marking _· the top and base
o'f'.- the :f.orma tions are the most re1:1able markers noted . in

the ~ie1d, 1. e • . the Batesville Sandstone at,the base and
the massive l?1.tk1n Limestone at the top.
The cyc11c beds as a whole are in al1 probability

equivalent and occur in the upper Fayetteville, although
in Oklahoma some cyclic limestone-shale uriits occur near

the base also.

Within themselves the cyclic beds cou1d

not be correlated :rrom area to area as already indica·ted.
The correlative horizons which have just been discussed'are sho~m by red dashed lines. in Figure 3.

F1g. 11 -

Section M,: closeup of Fig~ . 8
showing the upper cyclic beds
southeast or Marshall, Arkansas •.
Fayettev111e-P1tk1n contact in
the underbrush at top of photo.
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F '1 g. 12 -

Conrol1tes: in a :fallen block rock
:from limestone (bed 35), Section- B:~
Br.aggs Mountain, Highway 10, Muskogee
County, Oklahoma.
ntshed line in· Fig·.
13 shows the stratigraphic position
of' thls bed.

F1g. 13 - wwer nart of' Section B, alor1g Highway 10,
about 10 m11es north or town or Braggs;
Muskogee County, Oklahoma.
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IX. LABORATORY WORK
1. AC.In· INSOLUBLE RESIDUES-

Nearly_.- all of' the carbonate phases of' the cycl:1.c
beds contain a large :fraction o:f noncarbonate mater:1.als.

These were removed from the carbonate matrix and studied
by making insoluble residues.

The procedure :ror the :pre-

parat~on o:f the samples and recovering residues was as.
:follows:

The samples were ground in an :1.ron mortar and sieved
through a 45.-mesh screen; ten grams o:f sieved mat~r1a1 was·

. w•1ghed on a beam balance (with an accuracy o:f O.Ol grams),

and then placed :tn an 1.00 ml. beaker.

The sampl.e was coverec

with 1.0 cc·. o:r l :1 HCl and the acid. was allowed to digest·
the carbonate.

The maximum. time required was two hours.

Onl.y a sma.11 a.mount o:r aa.1.d was used to prevent :foaming
caused by rapid er:rervescence o:f powder and :fine material.
Af'ter an hour additional acid was added, 1:f necessary, but
one appl:1.cat:1.on was frequently sufricient.

A:f'ter digest:1.on

was completed the solut:1.on was decanted and rinsed with distilled water.

The residue was dried and weighed.

Since

the original sample was J.O grams the weight:: or the _ residue
times 10 is the percentage o~ acid insoluble residue in
the sample (~able II).
-

This table shows average residue

.

content (1ncludint:£organ:1.c matter) for the Fayetteville
Formation is about 85 percent and is composed of :r·1 ne,
brown and-tan, arg1l1aceous materlal with somewhat flu:ffy
or dark brown organic matter remaining·.
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The microscopic: study · of' the residues· .1nd1cates that·.
.

.

they are dominantly :r1ne clay minerals.
Thua, :ror. the samples or limestones and calcareous
shales that.were. analyzed, the res1duea r~nged :from 96 to
64. percentt in the shales and :from 56 to 26 percent in the
limest·o nes..

This indicates .- a considerable variation· in

the c_ompoa1t1on o:f the bed~ in . the c.ycJ.es.

The ·onl.y ob.-

servable· pattern in the residues is the obvious increase
in the argiJ.1aceous · part and-. decrease in the limestone
No studies· were made to determine var1at1on :·-_.,.:

portion·.

in content· of' --residues within parts .. or individual layers,
:for example, the top and bottom of" beds·· compar..e d w1 th the
m1ddle.: .

For eighteen. heds sampled in the Marshall. sectdon

(Table II, p. 35.) there·.· uas · no trend· toward: systema t:tc, in-

crease or.· decrease: in~residue· content in the l:1.mestone. on··
calcareous shale beds.

Neither were any patte.rr.i.s o:r the

latter type~ observed 1n the :rield in e.:ny of' the sections.
Sj.nce the character. · o:r the residue is esaential.l.y··

the same in both the limestone and shale part of' the cycle
it would seem · that :t'luctuat1on- in the prec·ip1ta~1on ·of'
calc,1 um carbonate was the chief :fact.or· which caused. the
beds to be cycr11c in development.
2~ DETERMINATION OF:· ORGANIO; MATTER··.
.

.. ..

Quantitative analysis o:r the samples was made to
determ1ne variation. in the organic matter of' various por~
tions o:r the Fayettev1l1e cycles.

The . method which was used

for approrlmate determination o:f the orga.n1c content,: is the
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· hydrog~n- perox~de method: (T\>renhorei and Tyler..-, 1941), as.-·

rollows: ·
One hali' gram of' the sample o-f: raw shale (drie_d and·
sieved) was weighed and treated w1 th 10 cc.-. of' :rresh hydro-_·
gen peroxide . (30%) in a beaker until the organic matter :was
.
.
d·ecompo sect·. (about- 2 ·hours)

o

Many . complex reactions occur be-

..

tween ma ter1a1s and . the hya.ro·gen peroxide·; prec:lpi ta te.s _
frequently_ coat and.stain the residues.

The so1ut1.on was

filtered, the residue was ignited for two hours at about..
· 200

a:. ·and

weighed~.

It is not uncommon to have a residue

show a::. co1or. change·~ because. the e:r:re~.t o:r· heating the .. ·
sample· at. relatively·· high temperatures causes ·a change of.

the state· of' iron oxide.

The difference of the second

weight:. :from: the orig_inal weight gives the amount o:r the
organic ·. ma~tero

A. general c·onclusion can be drawn that · light-colored
limestone beds hav.e a low org·a n:tc ·content; and darkcolored beds a· high organic, content; a1so 1 t

should be·_

pointed out that the organi·c _c~ntent of the aed1.ments
varies, relat1vei~·wit~ the ~ain size.

Table II presents the results of' tll.e _analyses.

The

table· indicates that the organic.· matter "reaches .a maximum
va1ue of 24 percent and a minimmru vaiu·e· 'o-r 4-- percen~ in

the -sect1031.s; the averag~ organic: co"ntent is about· 12
percent.
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TABLE. II.

Perc,e nt analyses o-£ organic matter and insoluble residue in
.the Fayetteville Fortna ti.on, Arkansas. ·(Refer to Figures _1
and 2 :ror location o:r the sect1ons, thickness or the bed
sampled, and · 11 tho logic description •. ) Values are :for shale
beds except where number :ts underlined, in which case it
represents a limestone analysis::.
Sa.mp1e
(bed· number) :·

_i

section
M

MS~
1

Percent:
Q1;-gari1c Matter
4·

13

M:S

3
. 4
MS-:5·

10

MS·

24.

MS
9

6

88

96

82

.5.2·

MS

10

94

MS::'

11.

96:;

MS

13
MS :

86

MS

~

17
18

Ms-.

29

MS_

53

MS .

80
Ms··

105

A'

96·

3a·

MS

7

Percent
Insoluble Residue

92
10

8
10

AS.':
1

12

AS

24:

3

.AS

6

·-78
g§_

Section.

Sample
.(bed number)

Percent
Organ:1.c Matter

Percent
Insolubie ~~sidue

AS

64

15
AS

16

19
AB
. 23

88
82

AS

63

8

Bb

8

90

AS

125
AS

78

165
AS

88

225
AS

L

16

260

LS

1
LS

12

92

9

10

88

8

94

LS
19
..

LS

22.
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*Average :ror section M

11.8

81.4.

*Average :ror ~ection.;:.A

14.00

81.8

*Average· :ror section L

10.00

91.3

A, and L 11.9

.84.8

*Average ror sections M,

*Excluding the limestone beds.
--Indicates no analyses.

·'3 o · DETERM:INATION.

OF . HYDROCARBONS.'.

At,·~· almost all the exposures o:r th.~ ~ayetteville For~
~

mat:1on the odor of petroleum was given o·l£~by rresh broken

or powdered' rock.

There are various· procedures that are

suggested :ror the determination of hydrocarbons:_· in the
samples (Twenho:fe1

and

Tyler, · 1941)0

·· In. th:1.s report a qualitative. test·. has been employed
so that the results

are approximate; the method is as

f'ollows:
Af small quantity, about·i. one gram o:r sample, was

gpound to 45~mesh size., air dried, and placed in a tes.t ,
tube with · a small quanti. ty o-.f._ chloroform (about 2 . CC:o),.
and was shaken :ror a minute.

The contents were then

filtered and the11ght .a mber to yellow:1.sh~brown f':1.ltrate.
was held ag~inst ·an ultrav:iolet light·lamp.

The m:11kiness :

of.the sample color depends .on th~ quantity ·o:r .oil in the
. sample·.

In this test·:. all the samp1es indicated no oil.

It ·might:. be possible th~t the petroli:ferous odor
was der1 ved . :from organic decomposi t:1.on. products,,

which

would not give a teat'~ :f'or petroleum by the: above method'o

X •. PETROGRAPHIC - WORK.

o:r the various samples collected :from the Faye~teville
Forrna-tion, , those selected i'or thin sec:t,ions wer~ consi.d e.; t'ed
representat.i ve o:r the _li tho logic :racies. Thin sections were
cut from the oriented hand specimens collected in the :field • .
- Appr~ximately 65 individual thin sections from di:r:rerent -limestone layers in the upper Fayetteville Formation,

..

were examined microscopically.

Locations

or

horizons ·o :r~·

the prepared thin -s·ections are indicated by --. red circles
in Figure 3.
Thin· sec.t ions were studied by low and mea.!hum power·
objective (10 mm., lOOX) and the sections were observed·.
.

.

both by ~ransmitted and.reflected light in order to
ident,i:ry opaque minerals.

The ·description which :follows--

presents brie:fly details which were observed under the

·

petrographic microscope.
At the onset i t may be stated that the specimens
_taken :from the cyclic uni ts .which were studied under the .
petrographic microscope im:ply a t·wa ··phases genesi:s:
1 • .-A :fine-grained calcareous sediment, usually ·un:t.:rorm, . microcrystal11ne·,
.

Cf:I'.lcite ooze, was deposited

.

·in a calm environment probably ~t _moderate d~pths.
2. A relatively rapid _change, such .as caused by_ either
depos1 tional change o_r bottom currents, u1:timate1y
permitted the depo.sition

or

:fine-grained clastic.s -

clays and organic matter in this environment •.
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1. THE LIME~ONE

Thin sections of individual beds

are qu:1te un.1.:t'orm in lithology.

or

a given outcrop

Limest.one, :for 1nstance,--

rarely grades laterally or vertically into shale.

In

general there is little or no variation in internal
structure

or

beds and contacts between continuous beds

are sharp and :featureless. · All that can be said is that
..

the limestone and shale are separated by a definite plane

or

continuity and that this separation is probably a:r:rected

by a

slight difrerence in grain size on either side of

the contact.
Rarely can a limestone thin section be seen which
grades upward into the overlying shale, and even lees
commonly downward into the underlying shale bed.

The overall rock appearance in a thin section is
characterized by the presence o:r a clea.r cementing mosaic
(Fig. 17) or calcite and a dark bro~m carbonaceous and
arg1llaceous c1ay.
The calcite matrix in some specimens show a surprising uniformity of shape and sizes (Fig. 17) ranging between
20 to 60 microns (0.02-0.06 mm).

These grains of calcite

are usually irregularly shaped, colorless, and microcrystalline.
Carbonac-e ous matter and argillaceous materials are
loosely packed in a microcryatall1ne calcite matrix (Fig.

16).

The argillaceous material is aggregated to about the

same size as the matrix calcite.

«>.
The limestone usuaily shows very fine lamination
and sometimes delicate cross-bedding.

Every th1.n se.c tion

exam1ned conta1.ned cark brown, very homogeneous, carbona;..
ceous clay; any organic structures that may have been
present were evidently destroyed by bacter1.al and chemical
action.

Concurrent accumulation of organic and m1.nera1

(c1ay) constituents on a still sea bottom prevented the
sorting of' these materials {Fig. · 15.).

It is suggested

these as plants or extremely minute organisms.

These

constituents occur repeatedly.
Structureless org~nic material is characteristic in
all the samples studied.

The reason why the _ratio of

calcite to arg111aceous·materia1 in the environment
changes .(1. e. why a change from limestone sha1e takes
place) does not bcome evident :rrom a study of' the thin
sections themselves.
The appearance of' the limestone in thin section
suggests deposition as a gentle "rain" of particles of
..

-

calcite (or . perhaps ar&gonite) and clay material on a
calm bottom env~ronment, only occasionally disturbed by
gentle currents.

A. Oo11tes
Oolites were observed in some thin sections which
belong to the upper portion
mation.

or

the Fayetteville

tor-

Moat or the oolites have a radial, or concentric

structure or both.

Oolites appear to have grown outward

~ram a center • . In some oolites the growth has taken place
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around a nucleus such as- calcite grain or pellet-like of
c1ay inclusions.

The nuclei are of' various sizes and

shapes but as . successive layers enclose them, more and
more spherical forms develop.

The concentric laminae are

of unequal thicknesses and are distinguishable from eaeh
other because of" slight dif:ferences o:f color, _o pacity,.
and crystal. structure (Fig. 14).

Some of' the thicker -

lay~rs may consist of radially directed calcite fiber~.
The oolites are composed or microcrystalline calcite;
they range in size :from 60 to 300 mic~ons, are wellrounded, spherical to ellipsoidal, and scattered.throughout the limestone bed.

The oolites are sometimes partly

and/or wholly coated by _a dark, filmy, argillaceous
material which :forms a dark ring around the oolit~ in the
section (Fig. 14).

The oolitic beds are obviously the

products o:r bottom currents and th~ir most common mode
of' origin was by sett1·1 ng through comparatively slight
bottom currents wh1ch rolled the ca1c1te grains allowing
clay to accumulate on the calcite.

Fig;:r-4. -- p.o hto,m:ii:cro.g :caph: o:t ooli:.t:i.c:'. l.imesto·n :e (hed 41. ) ~- sect.ion. L:, ,.. Lesl..:te·,.
Arkansa;a~ N01t:e: wel:1~roun.d.ed: . and·:
rani:a!fi"ng_: o:oJL:Ct:e~s · w:ttl'i:. nucl:.e~ o~
chy-er.·m:a1t:er:i::d pe·:11.ets. ox· ca?J!..c:ii.t·e ~
Dark. spo:ts: are. agg_:reg_a.m.ed carb:onac:eo.us

day-- ma~er:ra~i

CX

l:GJ }.:~.
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.:;,\;

.

.

Fig. :t5 .·.- Photo'm1crograph of: limestone
{bed 214) Section A, a1ong ·
Arkansas Highway 66, near Alco,
Stone County, Arkansas. Crossbedded laminae including sma11
grains of limestone (white) and
aggregated carbonaceous cia·y ·: (x8)
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Fig. 16. - Photomicrograph of limestone bed (No.
260) · in the Fayetteville Formation,
show:1ng the curved laminations,
Section A, Arkansas (x8).

Fig. 17 · - Photomicrograph of limestone bed
(No. 20) showing uniform arrangement of microcrystalline limestone (white) with fl.akes of aggregated caro9naceous shale from
Section A, . Arkansas Highway 66,;
Stone County, Arkansas . (x8) •.
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F1g. Ia . - Photomicrograph o:f ·l imestone, Section A.,
.
{bed 36), near Al.co, A.rkans~s. Note gray
microcrystalline 1ayer-11ke calcite and
dark or~an1c shale f'1akesA

Fig. 19

- Photomicrograph o:f limestone {bed 140)
showing dark organic c1a.y pellets,
shell outline and microf'ossil fragments~
Section D, Newi;,on County, , Arkansas · ( x8) •

B~. Fossils
Brach1opod and pe1ecypod fragments can be recos:n.,~zed:
in · thin section from the upper limestone. beds in the· Fa.i_. ettev!.l.:J.,e F.o rmation by their shape, . and crysta111ne struc.ture. , Large :fragments or whole · she°11s are readily 1dent- ·
i:fied by . their shape, __but :for smaller broken detr1 ta.1 :fr.a. gJilents the shape was not diagnostic and th1.s detri.tus

could not readily be identified •.
Some fragments of bryozoan were recognized by :fine·

cellular pattern of' their zoo1ds.

C~ Pellets
An.other conat1 tuent of' the limestone beds are pel1ets :

which are found in some of' the beds in the measured sectione • .

The pellets consist o:f" aggregation o:f" ~lay material

devoid o:f" internal structure; they range in size from 20
to 60 microns.

In shape, they are irregularly; rounded

to spherical (F1g • . 19·).
They are seldom layered, , generally being scattered
through ca1c1t1c ooze or :rossiliferous ca1citic ooze •.
The pellets have been observed to occur in "micro" -cross-

beds (Fig. l~), and are of'ten· 1n~er1am1nated with ~lay
indicating they . were current-deposited.
The mode o:f origin o:r- these pellets is. believed . to be·
current movements of aggr.eg8:ted clayey materials·, . and
through additional current action these masses.are rounded
(Folk, 1959, . pp. 25-26). Their accumulation at a particular

locality is due to a brief s1ac'iten1ng of · current velocity.
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.. 2. THE SHAI.ES. .

The shale seems to be clays consisting· almost entirely:: of' translucent (or brown-coated) and hackly grains.
Aggregates appear as sugary grains with resinous iuster.
Weathered shales have a br1ck-red color in thin section.

As the . material is extremely fine-grained under the
petrographi.c m1croscope th·e argilla.ceous materials did
not ~revea1 the characteristic minerals in these mlA--tures
of' particles of' varying sizes.
Thin secti.ons of these dark and rine-graine~ shales
were dif':ricult to make.
Grim (1942, p. 228) says that; "clays and shales are
composed -essentially of' extremely minute crystalline
partic:J.e·s of one or more members of' a small group of'
minerals known as tha clay minerals."

These particles

would certainly con~orm to this · definition.

The · color-

or shales generally results from a pigmentation of some
kind.

The darker the shale, the hi.gher the content of

organic matter.

Near the top or bottom of' beds, especially at the
transition which lithology changes rrom limestone to
shale, variation in t;rain size was not apparent.
Notewo~thy reaturee in the shales are pyrites,
1run1nations, and f'oss1.1s.

They are discussed below.

A-. pyrites

Samp1es of different hor1zo~s from the Upper Cyc11c:
porti.on were macro- and m1croscop1ca11y examined, some
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thin sections contained very little pyrite particles.
large amount

or

A

pyrite was observed in a _tbin section of
,,

nodular limestone from the Lower Shale bed.

The pyrite··

particles in this limestone were disseminated,

aark-

yellowish"with a low reflectivity under the microscope;
its brown tarnish may · be caused by weathering • .
These pyriti~ nodules suggest an origin in an
euxinic environment.

Such euxeri.ic :facies usul1y show a

development of green or black shale rich in decomposable
organic matter • . . Pettijohn (1957, , p.· 150) says that

pyrite commonly is associated with organic matter.

The

·o rganic matter evidently rurnished the sul:fur to the en- .

vironment which maintained the .iron in the ferrous state
(Pett1jolm, 1957, : p. 452).
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3 •. THE LAMINATIONS
Laminations were observed in only a few of the. thin
sections from the samples of rocks in.the Fayetteville
Formation •.

Thin sect~ons show alternations of two definite

1aminae: a light brown microcrysta111ne limestone (calcite
mosaic) and dark brown to black organic matter which
alternates with layers of- clay or arg111aceous shale . (see
Figures 15 and 16).
The contacts between the two parts

·or

the lamination

and between the successive laminae are transitional.
Although they appear sharp bymegas~·opic examinat:1.on some

or

the laminae show somewhat

or

a gradation in grain. size

from coarse at the bottom to fine at the top (Figures

and.16).

1:5

The upper, fine-gra:1.ned part of these laminae

is richer in organic matter whereas the lower part i s ·
richer in· mineral matter • .
The average thickness of 60 of· these laminae in one

thin section (bed 214, section A) is 0.3 mm.; but the
range in thickness is rather variabl~ - from 0.1 to 0 _.7
mm •. (Figure 15).
260,

In other thin sections,. such as the bed

(section A) the average· · thickness o:f 16 laminae is

1.6 mm. _ (Figure 16), and in the bed - 36 (Section A) the
average thickness of' 14 1am1nae 1s-o.9 mm • .
In the organic 1aminae, ·rlakes of the organic matter
composed of' c!l.-ay with some grains of' crystalli_ne carbonate

are predominant, and organic matter is a minor constituent;
·,

whereas in the mineral laminae carbonate grains and some
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cl.a.ya . are more abundant. , Crystalline grains, in laminae,
have sometimes been partially cut off by bottom currents·
and rapidly redeposited.
The organic matter in laminae are· composed of extremely minute particles so that it . is not possible to
identify its character • .
In no thin section
ments

or

of

these laminations were frag-

fossils observed.

It is possible that the organic matter was deposited
during active vegetat[on growth and warmer weather in the
milder seasons.
Occurrence

or

the laminations involving calcareous

materials is dependent ·, basically, upon the periodicit:1.es
in cl.1matie changes.

Other physical factors .which are

effective are concentration and depositional changes of
the materials in basin.

The lamination would · seem to

require an environment of gentle currents probably in
water of moderate or greater depths.

A gentle under-

water current may arrange a.no. size the grains, all during
the very slow rain and continuous fall of the deposited
materials.
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XI • ENVIROI\TMENT OF DEPOSITION
1. :MECHANISM ·o F CYCLIC . DEPOSITION
For no .part of' the stratigraphic column where cycl). c
distribution of' sediments occur has it. been poss1.b1e to
state with f'ina1ity the environment o:f deposition.

The

environment of' deposition o:f the Fayettevil1e 1ikewiae ·
poses many debatAb:Le . problems.
Sedimentation in the Fayettevil1e seas was dependent
on the size, shape, and bottom conriguration of' the hydrographic basin and shoreline; the streams that fed the
basin, and the number of' streams wou1d be s1gn~f1cant;
also it was likely that f'avorab1e climatic conditions had
to be available f'or the repeated deposition of' both carbonaceous shale and chemical limestone •.
The bottom was unif'orm enough so that the elastic
material.was distributed rather uni:formly over a large
area of' the northern part of' the Fayetteville sea.

The

1n:flow of detri tal material, may have been higher in c .e rtain areas than others but were uniformly distributed by
the slight currents available.
During late Fayetteville times, chemically precipitated calcium carbonate began accumulating along with the
c1ast1c c1ays.

The deposited carbonate was controlled

by severa1 factors; ror example, temperature and evaporation which are closely· related to climate and . seasons,:
the rate of growth and production of' minute aquatic organisms, and the seasonal inf'1ow of water into the deposit-
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-1ona1 basin from the s~rounding drainage area.

The

-cyclic_- character, that 1s, the alternate precip:1..tation
and non-prec1pitat1on of the carbonate was due to a
change in one o:r the above env1.ronmenta1 factors.

'Whether·

the low elastic content of the calcareous phase of the
c.ycle is d_.ue just to 1ncr~ase in carbonate prec:ipitation
with decrease in · c1ast1c. i ·n p~t,. 1s debatable; however,
it would be less d1ff1cult · to explain if only one of the
variables- the carbonate- need be explained, unless,

or

course, the explanation for the pr;esence of the ~arbonate

also affected a change 1n the amount . of elastic clays
bei.ng supp11.ed.
Temporary lowering
working

·or

or

wave base caused local re-

the mater1a1s deposited during the limestone

phase of t _h e cycle - the oolites, pellets, and the sbel.1
materials.

The temporary lowering

or

wave base or sub-

mar1ne currents might have been respons1.b1e ror the :rormat1on of the nodular beds.

Sliding seems to have been.

poss1b1y evident in th1s envir_o nment ·1n- the :rormat:1on 1:r
the large nodules described for the Alco·section are due
to this cause (see sketch).

The tmiform arg111aceous

nature o-.r nearly all of the limestone beds is probably
due to the repeated stirring by. waves or currents ·o n
the relatively shallow sea floor.

~he shale phase of the cycle was depos1ted under·
quieter ·conditions than those of, the limestone.

Undis-

turbed cond:ttions are 1nd1cated by the uniformity o:f shale

· 79
- 76

~

>

74

Sketch, showing an unusual nodular limestone bed(74)

u~ to 5 fee~ thick, ~eciti6n·A, Ar~ansas.
Note the central scatter~a fractures ~ue to
stress, artd open cracks in th~ overlying beds

(76 and 78 ) filled witb calcite. Laterally the bed becomes a unifdtm tabular limestone.
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layers laterally, the development of' laminations, and from
the general environments proposed for the deposition . or
such dark shales.
ment and ~or that

The chemical phase of' this environ-

or

limestone is discussed below.

2. CHEMICAL ENVIRONMm.r
In suggesting the chemical environment or deposition

of' the Fayetteville it . would be appropriate to compare i t
with an analogue in modern seas.
tion does not appear to exist.
assemblage

or

However, such a situaNor does the m1.neral

the rormation give more than a ge~eral clue

as to the nature

or

the source area.

The calcite which begins appearing in the upper part

or

the section, may have been precipitated rrom sea water

by several means: organically, by plants and animals or
inorganically by disturbance

or

the chemical and physical.

stability of the environment of' the sea water.
Probably the precipitation of lime from sea water is
due to a consequence of' bacter1ologica1 activity (Xuenen,
1950, pp. 217-221).

'Where plant.a are invo1ved, the pro-

cess usually involves an extraction of carbon ·dioxide rrom
sea water; by which process the solub~lity
reduced.

or

the lime is

Where bacter1.a are involved, 1.t·, 1s supposed that.

these organisms produce ammonia, with the result that the
more alk:al:1ne water will cause the marine waters to become
oversaturated with lime.

Calcium carbonate may be deposit-

ed as aragonite, but i t is doub~ful whether aragon1te w111

persist- f'or any considerable time 1n geological :formations,
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since i t is a monotropic :form and tends to change to
calcite (Mason, : 1958, p. 174).
Oxidation potentials and pH are the basic contro1s:·.
which determine the nature of' many aedimentary·products •.

·166).

Krumbein and Garrels (1952, : in Ma.son, 1958,· p. _.

and Emery (1960, ., p~_ 265) :found that pH and ox1..:.

dation potential (Eh) are

or

rtmdamental importance ·in

:rorma tion of' chemical sediments. . The ·hydrogen:ftln concentration or pH

o:r

natural water iet.O:f great sign.1-

:ficance in chemical reactions acco::npanying sedimentary

processes.
It has been noticed that the sea is slightly alka-

line whereas most terrestrial waters are somewhat on
the acid side (~son, 1958)~
solution (Caco

3

-ccsH20),

Sea water is a bu:ff'ered

that is, - changes :from- acid

to alkaline condition, or vice versa, are resisted
( Sverdrup et al, 1942, p • . 195, Allee, 1950, p. 173) • .
This:. property is o:f vital importance . to the marine

organism.
Some striking correla t16ns between pH and 11v1ng
_community distribution have been reporte~ (Allee . et al,.

1950, p. 174).

The limits o:f pH toleration d1:ff'er more

or less :for di:f:ferent speci~s.

One can but wonder about.

the role played by pH in controlling this :factor.

This·

might also, be a reason :for scarcity o:f :fossils in the

measured sections • .

D1scuss1on o:f the concentration of carbon i.n sea
water 1a · complicated by the f'act that 1t occurs not on1y
1n the :form . o~ carbonic acid and 1 ts salts · but also in·
appreciable amotmts as a constituent of organic materia.1,
either 11v1ng or dead.

The solubility. of carbon dioxide

depends upon the temperature and sa11n1ty of the water,
and·· exchange of carbon dioxide w1 th the atmosphere · takes
place at the surface.
Photosynthesis 1n the surrace layers reduces the
a.mount of' carbon dioxide in the water, and ~esp1~at1on
increases the concentration.

It·· is now considered that c:o 2 can exist ·in the
following forms in sea water and that under any given
set of' cond1 t1ons these equili br1a vt111 preva.11 ·
(SVerdrup et a.1, 1942, p. 192, Weller, 1960, p. 15):
C.0 2 (dissolved) ~ H2C-~

-

~ H ~ (bicarbonate) ...... C.~

(carbonate).
IT an alkaline substance such as calcium hydroxide

is present 1n sea water (sea water 1s normally alkaline),
the equ111br1um will be shifted toward the carbonate,.

and the amount of carbonate wil.l be increased-.
The pH o-£ sea water 1n contact w1 th the air will:

vary between about 8.1 and 8.3, depending upon the temperature and salinity of the water and part1a1 pressure of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (SVerdrup et al, 1942,

p. 209 and Enery, 1960, p. 265)..

Relatively large seasonal

and annual ~luctua.t1ons of' variations 1n temperature · and
salinity might occur in the sea.

The salinity may increase
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dµ,ring the low rain:fa11 on the land surrounding t, hEi···:sea".., or ·
basin, : and :fresh-water.drainage :from the land a:fte~ heavy
ra"ins could reduce (al though slightly,) the sa.lini ty ··1n ·the
sea.

At subsurface ~evels, the pH will vary with the ex- ·

tent to which the co
biological activity.

2

content o:f water is modi:fied by
The :factors that may modi:fy the

concentrations o:f the substances in sea water are rain:fall, in:flow o:f river water · and . biologi-cal activity. ·_. ·
The periodic 1n:f1ow of' water into.the depositional
basin :from surrounding _drainage bas~n may· be considered
as a :factor.. contributing to ·the rate o:r precipi·ta.tion of

calcium carbonate.
Th~ fine crystalline to amorphous groundmase· o:f many
limestones:maybe :formed by the gradual r~se in temperature

of a saturated current which causea _ inorganic precipitation.
Another . environmental :factor which. is probably of
greater importance is the process of photosynthesis carried .
on by the phytoplankton in the summer.

The plankton,

probably . a.igae, take carbon dioxide out of the system,. re-

duced -the acidity o:f the water and the solubility of" calcium carbonate.

The organic matter which is presumably o:f marine
origin, and possibly also contains terrestrial plants wlich
were carried · to the sea alo?g with the clay particles,

was deposited with the . clay and limestone in the basin ..·
Trask (1932, p. 112) indicated phytoplankton as the
source

or

the organic matter in modern marine sediments.
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The organic matter was deposited chiefly during th~ir peak
of" product.ion, probably in the spring..

These 1ow1y ·organ-

ized plants, such as marine algae left no other trace other
than the carbonaceous content of shale and limestone
when they d1.ed.
It is believed that.a layer of ooze constantly accumulated by the death and decay or the aquatic organisms,
while other organisms continued to grow above.

Under

favorable climatic conditions, this was the predominate
material that accumulated; later, due to a change in
climate or seasons on land or the ability of marine
plants to grow in the sea, only calcite accumulated.
This :rormed the laminae.

Whether this was an annual

feature is difficult to determine.
The origin of" argillaceous shale may be explained in
a number of ways.

For exruxtple, argillaoeous mater1al

might be precipitated

by the rioceulating action of sea

water.
The carbonaceous shale was deposited slowly in a reducing marine environment rich in organic matter.· Sulfide irons were possibly present, produced by the reduction

or · sulphate.

In a near calm basin stagnating water may

be f"ormed,- while the surface layer is generally diluted by

fresh water coming rrom the surrounding land.

At depths

the oxygen is gradually consumed and as soon as i t is a11
used up, hydrogen sulfide begins to form.

The hydrogen

sulfide, in turn, sets upon iron salts and precipitates

· .black amorphous iron sul_:fide, which crysta111zea later
to pyr:Lte.

The deposition of the thick tower: Sha.1e ·:1.s

_s:Lmilar to the shales wh.1.ch. occur : in the -cycl1~ ?reds, but.1

represents~·, c:o nd1 tiona o:f re1a t1vely tm.1.nterrupted depo a1t1on :for · a long·e r period · or· time:.

The :fauna · of' the dark aha.le is marine..
cyclic., beds are very spars·e in :fossils.

Most of the·.

This mighti v~ry,·

11kely have been controlled b.y · the reducing cond1t1.on
presenit on this sea :floor.

Only the upper _portions . of'

limestone beds are r _e presented by .she11s such

as

brach1opods ·

and peleeypods where environmental conditi.ons might have.
been more :favorable· :for marine 11:re.

3.

CLIMATE OF' FAYETTEVILLE: TIME ·
Rh.owl.edge o:r the :formation of cyc11~ beds 1a· sparse,

particula~ly · ror those :formations of the Upper · Miss1ss:1ppian.

However, present interpretations which are based on

detailed data available f'rom field observations and

petrographic studies, may contribute to the ·solut1on · o-r
the problem.

Because of the dif:ficult~es

or

concept:16n.

of the Fayetteville sea basin; surrounding phy-aiogr.aphy and· ·

prevailing regional climate, there 1-s a great · lack

of

data

· On the variables.

Judg1n,g:f'rom the types of sediments compared -with

present day types and e1:tnronmen:ts, . the f .o 11ow1ng account
must, there:fore, appear . most.·. reasonab1e: .
In temperate regions cyclic. bed~ might result ·:from the
climatic cycJ.es, >ind these aff'ect the phys1c:o chemica1

state of the sea.

Temperature changes m1ght have played

an 1.mportant_ role in deposition.

A·climate such as ·o ne-

w1th relatively high humidity (temperature representing
one extreme o~ conditions) conceivably might have been s:1m11ar to that now :round :1n subtropi.ca1 areas.

Ooneidering

the type of' organism and sediments, it would seem that the

preyailing climate was wa!'Ill and re1ative1y humid.
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CONCLUSIONS
An·ex.amination o~ the limestone and shale rhythms~or
the upper Fayetteville Formation (upper ·Chesterian) show-a
that these repetitions are different f'rom the we11-known
Pennsylvanian cycles (cyclothems) both :1nthe character
o:r the lithologies and the probab.1emode of' origin.

It

d1:f:f.ers 1n origin :rrom the . Pennsy1van1an cyclothems.~ :1.n :

that, a) the Fayetteville accumulated along the narrow
ed5e of' a geosyncline (Ouachita) whereas the Pennsylvanian accumulated over a broad ner1t1c shelf' ar~a, b:)
the 11thologic un:1ts ma.kins up the Fayettev111e suggest

that these cycles were also of' shorter duration, c) i t:

would also appear unreasonab1e that cycles such as these
could be controlled solely by subsidence, as suggested
by most hypotheses for the origin

or

the Pe:rmsylvan1an

cycles.
In regard to the latter 1t must be sa:1.d that tecton1sm

was s1gni:ficant in ~)rov1d1ng the sett:1.ng f'or the late
Meramec1an and Chesterian beds by shifting deposit1ona1
sites ~rom the Ozark Dome region to its edges. -

The predominn.nt :feature

or

the Fayetteville Format1.on

1.s the depos:ltion of' e:1 ay materials.

Th1.s material be-

gan accumulating when the sea f'loor was moderately smooth
but with enough rel1e:f, _so that circulation was of'ten
restricted and locally the section was incompletely deve1-

oped· because

or

irregularity

or

~ottom topography.

In the late Fayetteville calcite (or aragonite) began
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·accumulating a.long w1.th the a.lay.

The ca1cium carbonate

was deposited ror short intermittent periods but ne1ther-

the calcium carbonate nor the clays were deposited exc1usive1y rrom each other.

This pattern continues into

the P1tk1.n Formation with the clay becoming a mi.nor
constituent-:.

The exact cause of prec:1.pitat1on of the

carbonate :from the sea water m1ght be due to a number of
var1ab1es.
It may be precipitated rrom sea water by increasing·
the temperature o:f the water·; this reduces the so1ubil1ty
or carbon d:1oxide and/or calcium carbonate; :1.t may be·
precipitated by activity

or

marine plants which subtraet

carbon diox:1de f"rom the sea water and thereby precipitate
calcium carbonate.
During · the development of' the limestone the env1ronment was considerably more hospitable to invertebrates
with calcareous skeletal mater:1.al - particularly product1d
?rach1opods, pelecypode, and some cr1no1ds.

Even the . .

are most ablllldant near the transitions 1nto the Pitkin
Format1.on: whose limestone contains less detr1ta1 materia1·.

It is possible that i t was just this material which made
the waters too turbid during the time most or the cyo11c
beds were forming, which made the environment unhosp1tab1e
for these organ:1.sms •.
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